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Woman's Home Companion
Give Me Back My Credit!
Power Concedes Nothing
A Woman's Decision
The Woman's Book
Living Age
The Young Woman's Journal
Amazon Woman
Finding balance in life is a goal many of us
strive to achieve. Whether it's through a
healthy diet, exercise regimen, state of
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of the above), we spend our days trying to
be, and become, our best selves. But what
happens when all that focus starts to
dominate our lives? When our desire for
"perfect health" trumps everything else,
perhaps without us even realizing it? What
happens when our solution starts becoming the
problem? These are questions that author and
popular blogger Jordan Younger faced when she
decided that her extreme, plant-based
lifestyle just wasn't working in favor of her
health anymore--and questions that you may be
facing too. In Breaking Vegan, Jordan reveals
how obsessive "healthy" dieting eventually
led her to a diagnosis of orthorexia, or a
focus on healthy food that involves other
emotional factors and ultimately becomes
dysfunctional, even dangerous. In candid
detail, Jordan shares what it was like to
leave veganism, the downfall of her desire to
achieve nutritional perfection, and how she
ultimately found her way to recovery. In
addition to this, Jordan outlines an "antidiet," whole-foods-based eating plan
featuring more than 25 recipes to help
inspire others to find similar balance in
their own lives. Breaking Vegan is about
tolerance and forgiveness. And ultimately,
forging one's own path toward happiness.

A Pronouncing Dictionary of the Spanish
and English Languages: Composed from
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Academy, Terreros, and Salvá
A Woman's Guide to Divorce and Decision
Making
Provides advice concerning emotional support,
decision making, legal help, divorce
settlements, custody, alimony, work skills,
and social life

Woman on the Edge of Time
Life on the Line
Manual of Voluntary Aid
New Woman
Vols. for 1955-62 include: Mining guidebook
and buying directory.

Battered Immigrant Women Protection Act
of 1999
A provocative memoir and exposé by the
commanding offiver of Abu Ghraib prison
offers an inside accounts of the shocking and
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the corruption she discovered within the
armed forces and private firms, her meeting
with Saddam Hussein, and what life is really
like for women in the armed forces. 100,000
first printing.

Facing the Extreme
Hailed as a classic of speculative fiction,
Marge Piercy's landmark novel is a
transformative vision of two futures--and
what it takes to will one or the other into
reality. Harrowing and prescient, Woman on
the Edge of Time speaks to a new generation
on whom these choices weigh more heavily than
ever before. Connie Ramos is a Mexican
American woman living on the streets of New
York. Once ambitious and proud, she has lost
her child, her husband, her dignity--and now
they want to take her sanity. After being
unjustly committed to a mental institution,
Connie is contacted by an envoy from the year
2137, who shows her a time of sexual and
racial equality, environmental purity, and
unprecedented self-actualization. But Connie
also bears witness to another potential
outcome: a society of grotesque exploitation
in which the barrier between person and
commodity has finally been eroded. One will
become our world. And Connie herself may
strike the decisive blow. Praise for Woman on
the Edge of Time "This is one of those rare
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end than we were at the beginning. Whether
you are reading Marge Piercy's great work
again or for the first time, it will remind
you that we are creating the future with
every choice we make."--Gloria Steinem "An
ambitious, unusual novel about the
possibilities for moral courage in
contemporary society."--The Philadelphia
Inquirer "A stunning, even astonishing novel
. . . marvelous and compelling."--Publishers
Weekly "Connie Ramos's world is cuttingly
real."--Newsweek "Absorbing and
exciting."--The New York Times Book Review

Breaking Vegan
She stepped into a death zone. The climbers
on Alaska's Mt. McKinley called her "the
woman." Ruth Anne Kocour, a world-class
mountaineer, wasn't bothered. It was part of
the challenge she faced as she joined an allmale team to conquer North America's highest
peakthe mountain the Indians called Denali,
or God. Faced the extreme. But nine days into
this ascent, a forty-fifth birthday present
to herself, the most violent weather on
record slammed into the mountain. Ruth Anne
and her group would be trapped on an ice
shelf at 14,000 feet for the deadliest two
weeks in Denali history. Pinned down by
blinding snows, unable to help other teams
dying around her, and her own feet freezing
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minus 150 degrees, deadly hidden crevasses,
and being trapped in a place so violent and
unforgiving that it threatened to push her
over the edge and into a place of no return.
And yet, in prose as crystalline as the ice
around her, she tells, too, of beauty,
courage, and the spirit that drives true
mountaineers higher, as she risks all to go
for the summitand perhaps, for a transcendent
moment, touch heaven. And lived to tell about
it in Facing the Extreme.

One Hundred Choice Selections
Congressional Record
An extraordinary and inspiring chronicle of
one woman’s harrowing journey to become the
first female to kayak the entire Amazon
River. Part memoir, part feminist manifesto,
Amazon Woman shows what incredible feats we
are capable of and will encourage people,
especially women, across all backgrounds and
ages to find the courage and strength to live
the life they’ve imagined. This 148-day
journey began on Darcy Gaechter’s 35th
birthday. She sold her successful outdoor
adventure business, upsetting her partner and
boyfriend of twelve years and getting them
both fired in the process. The emotional
waters that would fester and erupt on the
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navigate than the mighty river itself. With
blistering lips and irradiated fingernails,
Darcy would tackle raging Class Five
whitewater for twenty-five days straight,
barely surviving a dynamite-filled canyon
being prepared for a new hydroelectric plan.
She and her two companions would encounter
illegal loggers, narco-traffickers, murderous
Shining Path rebels, and ruthless poachers in
the black market trade in endangered species.
They would plead for mercy at the hands of
the murderous Ashaninka people who were
convinced that they had come to steal their
children’s organs. In a desperate attempt
meant to give her some pretense of control,
Darcy even cut off all her hair before
entering Peru’s notoriously dangerous “Red
Zone” in hopes of passing for a boy and being
seen as less of a target. At once a heartpounding adventure and a celebration of
pushing personal limits, Amazon Woman speaks
to all of us feeling trapped by our deskbound, online society. This a story of
finding the courage and strength to challenge
nature, cultures, social norms, and oneself.

Inside
Ruthless criminal masterminds, deliciously
devious villains, last-minute escapes,
mysterious figures lurking in the shadows, a
spunky female detective -- when it comes to
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Clue of the Twisted Candle definitely hits
all of its marks. Fans of the genre will
adore this fast-paced thriller.

A History of 1000 Years of Greek Vase
Painting
Lutheran Woman's Work
The Works of Laurence Sterne
A New Pronouncing Dictionary of the
Spanish and English Languages
Coal Age
Second Wind is the story of an unlikely
athlete and an unlikely heroine: Cami Ostman,
a woman edging toward midlife who decides to
take on a challenge that stretches her way
outside of her comfort zone. That challenge
presents itself when an old friend suggests
she go for a run to distract her from the
grief of her recent divorce. Excited by the
clarity of mind and breathing space running
offers her, she keeps it up — albeit slowly —
and she decides to run seven marathons on
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vision quest, the thing she turns to during
the ups and downs of a new romance and during
the hard months and years of redefining
herself in the aftermath of the very
restrictive, religious-based marriage and
life she led up until her divorce. Insightful
and uplifting, Second Wind carries the reader
along for the ride as Ostman runs her way out
of compliance with the patriarchal rules
about “being a woman” that long held her
captive and into authenticity and self-love.
Her adventures — and the personal revelations
that accompany them — inspire readers to take
chances, find truth in their lives, and learn
to listen to the voice inside them that’s
been there all along.

The Publishers Weekly
Forthcoming Books
The eleven authors who contributed essays to
this book on women in business, education,
and the professions reflect the changing
attitudes towards women at the end of the
19th century.

The Ladies' Home Journal
The Living Age
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Second Wind
The Rock Paintings of Southern Africa:
Southern Rhodesia, the district of Fort
Victoria and other sites.pppp
Fully updated, with the most recent research
and new diagnostic treatments, this acclaimed
reference offers readers the latest
information on breast cancer, treatment and
reconstruction. "A Woman's Decision" covers
every aspect of breast cancer--from selecting
a physician, to treatment, to how breast
cancer affects relationships to finding
support groups and information on the Net.

The Works of Laurence Sterne, in One
Volume
The Clue of the Twisted Candle
The Alexandra Magazine & Woman's Social
and Industrial Advocate
Library Journal
A successful journalist who left the whitePage 11/16
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assembly line explores how she came to make
such a choice, the people she met, and the
experiences and insights that resulted.
Reprint.

The Canadian Monthly and National
Review
"On September 2, 2013, at the age of 64,
Diana Nyad emerged onto the shores of Key
West after completing a 110 mile, 53 hour,
record-breaking swim through shark-infested
waters from Cuba to Florida. Her memoir shows
why, at 64 she was able to achieve what she
couldn't at 30 and how her repeated failures
contributed to her success"--

Woman's Home Companion
The “fierce” and “remarkable” memoir from one
of the nation’s most influential and
celebrated civil rights attorneys—second
cousin of former Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice—is “a rallying cry for
social justice” (More magazine). Connie Rice
has taken on the bus system, the school
system, the death penalty, gangs, and the
LAPD—and won. Now, with an electrifying,
inimitable voice, Rice illuminates the
origins and inspiration for her life’s work
in this “genuinely compelling” (Kirkus
Reviews) account. Part memoir, part call to
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provocative, and studded with dramatic
stories of a life in the trenches of civil
rights. Inspired by the words of Martin
Luther King, Jr., Connie Rice has written a
“remarkable” (Publishers Weekly) blueprint
for a new generation of justice seekers.

Ladies' Home Journal
A mesmerizing tale that exposes the steep
price paid by consumers when mortgage
servicing errors, inaccurate credit and
illegal debt collection practices invade an
innocent woman's life for 15 years.

One Woman's Army
The Ocean is calling me. This is my Journey.
With these words, in the spring of 2010,
Susan Marie Conrad scaled her world down to
an 18-foot sea kayak and launched a solo
journey that took her north to Alaska. With
no sense of where she belonged in space and
unreconciled feelings of a painful childhood
following her, she decided that instead of
running away, she would run toward her
dreams. Her adventure took her along the
western coast of North America, through the
Inside Passage—a 1,200-mile ribbon of
water—in a journey of the sea and soul. The
expedition took her deep within herself,
humbling her, healing her, helping her to
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courage. On her way from Anacortes,
Washington, to Juneau, Alaska, she grappled
with fear and exhaustion, forged friendships
with quirky people in the strangest places,
endured perilous weather and angry seas, and
pretended not to be intimidated by 700-pound
grizzly bears and 40-ton whales. She lived
her dream.

Find a Way
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